Abstract

Millions of Internet users worldwide are engaged in buying and selling of various products using Consumers (C2C) online buy and sell websites, The aim of this study is to working on increasing the trust in e-commerce between Consumers in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia (KSA), about studying the architecture of the most important websites (Taobao, eBay and Paipai,…), which use the sale and purchase between consumers, and extract the problems that correspond to consumers which using of these sites and avoid them. One of the most important reasons that lead to increased trust between consumers is the ability of a trusted third parties (TTP) to be sure from both parties buyer and seller, so in this study we will discuss a number of algorithms used in face recognition and propose a more efficient algorithm for face recognition and implement it, to be sure from consumers entering the website (increasing the website authentication security). Finally we proposed architecture for our website, which will be used in buying and selling in KSA, this architecture consists of three stages, first stage: the stage of registration for the first time and where the consumer fills out the application form. The second stage: The login stages the consumer entering Assurance Key (AK), and uploads a personal image using webcam to log on to the website. the third stage: if TTP verify from the data in the first stage, generates AK for the consumer and send it to him, and in the second case, if TTP verify from the login data (authenticity of data) then the consumer can access the operations on the website.
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